
Stay in a unique boutique hotel in Bali, Indonesia,  
and share this secret place with your closest friends.



Surrounded by rice fields and close to the bustling nightlife 
of Seminyak (one of the most popular places in Bali, with 
its beautiful fashion and décor boutiques, its atmospheric 
bars, numerous restaurants and trendy nightlife),  Villa Mathis 
offers the discreet & rural setting of Umalas, giving an 
authentic view of Bali. 

An intimate boutique hotel concept, managed and served 
by a refined team. An address where the real art of living is 
reflected in every detail.

BALI

• Seminyak (Shops, bars, restaurants, beach): 10 min 
• Resorts of Kuta and Legian: 15 min 
• International Airport: 25 min  
• Tanah Lot and its sea temple: 20 min 
• Ubud (cultural centre of the island): 1 hour

Transfer times (by road):

A boutique hotel with a unique concept of style, 
located on an island blessed by the gods...



  

Design &  Architecture
The entire property consists of a vast and lush tropical garden 
of over 11 000 m2, planted with indigenous and exotic species.  
It comprises 4 large detached villas each with 4 or 5 bedrooms. 
Thanks to special tropical architectural landscaping including  
a series of small paths, secret passages and bamboo palings,  
there is a feeling of total privacy in each villa.

The designers of the Villa Mathis have successfully created a 
prestigious establishment by interpreting traditional architecture. 
They added subtle and refined decoration using local material 
such as Alang-Alang roofs and Terrasso floors.
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Be introduced

Jamu massage
to the secrets of  

}Pampering
Begin by strolling through the exotic gardens of the villas,  
take the little secret passages, the Japanese stepping stones,  
and the small wooden bridges over water features, and let  
a feeling of total peace pervade your being.

A little Zen conditioning before starting your wellness 
programme, which may take place in the spa, on the terrace  
of your room, in the gardens of the property or elsewhere, 
the choice is yours…

We offer a variety of traditional or aromatic treatments and 
massages, using Balinese ancestral Jamu methods.  Within 30 min 
of requesting your massage, a bed will be set up in one of the 
gardens surrounded by wonderful greenery and serenaded by 
the birds in the trees. In the expert hands of Balinese masseuses, 
you will quickly lose track of time and concentrate only on the 
extraordinary feeling of well-being that gradually envelops you.



Decide where}

you want us to set up your
 
 table

Fine dining 
In the evening, the Villa takes on the appearance of a thousand lights 
under the stars, with torches, chandeliers and candles in its gardens 
and by its 4 swimming pools... Have your table set up wherever you 
see fit, in accordance with our overall principle of ephemeral dining, 
leaving you the choice of place and setting for your meal.  You will 
be served a rich and varied menu encompassing classic Indonesian 
dishes, some Asian dishes and a selection of more international 
dishes to delight every palate. Be it in a Lounge atmosphere at the 
water’s edge or a cosy lovers’ tête-à-tête, the variations are endless... 

Take the opportunity of discovering all the villas of the property, 
each one is different!



 

 

 

Weddings 
 
& Ceremonies

Imagine getting married in Bali, aptly dubbed the Island blessed 
by the Gods ; imagine exchanging or renewing your vows and 
expressing your love in the fairytale setting of this magical island... 
Imagine sharing this magical moment with your family and friends 
or just the two of you.

We enable you to realize this dream by taking on the entire 
organisation and logistics of the ceremony in a spot on  
the property chosen by you, or alternatively on request  
in another spot on the island.

It is also possible to opt for a Balinese blessing dressed in 
traditional costume. In order to immortalise this special day 
forever, you will receive a photo album and official certificates. 

A small party will conclude the ceremony – Have a ball in Bali !
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Say ‘yes’}

in Bahasa*

* Bahasa is the official indonesian language





Villa Mathis is a modular villa-based configuration allowing the booking 
of a room, a complete villa (4 or 5 rooms with garden and swimming 
pool) or a full privatization of the hotel if needs be (couples, groups 
of friends, families, incentives, wedding...).

In accordance with the values and principles of Khowan hotels,  
Villa Mathis offers intimate and unique accommodation 
with a discreet and refined staff.

An original and authentic vision of Balinese luxury. 



A hotel concept from the Khowan signature    www.khowan.com
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